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These experiments, involving the transverse oscillations of an elastically mounted rigid cylinder
at very low mass and damping, have shown that there exist two distinct types of response in
such systems, depending on whether one has a low combined mass-damping parameter (low
m*f), or a high mass-damping (high m*f). For our low m*f, we "nd three modes of response,
which are denoted as an initial amplitude branch, an upper branch and a lower branch. For the
classical Feng-type response, at high m*f, there exist only two response branches, namely the
initial and lower branches. The peak amplitude of these vibrating systems is principally
dependent on the mass-damping (m*f), whereas the regime of synchronization (measured by the
range of velocity ;*) is dependent primarily on the mass ratio, m*. At low (m*f), the transition
between initial and upper response branches involves a hysteresis, which contrasts with the
intermittent switching of modes found, using the Hilbert transform, for the transition between
upper}lower branches. A 1803 jump in phase angle / is found only when the #ow jumps
between the upper}lower branches of response. The good collapse of peak-amplitude data, over
a wide range of mass ratios (m*"1}20), when plotted against (m*#C

A
)f in the &&Gri$n'' plot,

demonstrates that the use of a combined parameter is valid down to at least (m*#C
A
)f

&0)006. This is two orders of magnitude below the &&limit'' that had previously been stipulated
in the literature, (m*#C

A
)f'0)4. Using the actual oscillating frequency ( f ) rather than the

still-water natural frequency ( f
N
), to form a normalized velocity (;*/f* ), also called &&true''

reduced velocity in recent studies, we "nd an excellent collapse of data for a set of response
amplitude plots, over a wide range of mass ratios m*. Such a collapse of response plots cannot
be predicted a priori, and appears to be the "rst time such a collapse of data sets has been made
in free vibration. The response branches match very well the Williamson}Roshko (Williamson
& Roshko 1988) map of vortex wake patterns from forced vibration studies. Visualization of the
modes indicates that the initial branch is associated with the 2S mode of vortex formation, while
the Lower branch corresponds with the 2P mode. Simultaneous measurements of lift and drag
have been made with the displacement, and show a large ampli"cation of maximum, mean and
#uctuating forces on the body, which is not unexpected. It is possible to simply estimate the lift
force and phase using the displacement amplitude and frequency. This approach is reasonable
only for very low m*. ( 1999 Academic Press.
REVIEW AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

VORTEX-INDUCED vibration of structures is of practical interest to many "elds of engineering;
for example, it can cause vibrations in heat exchanger tubes, it in#uences the dynamics of
riser tubes bringing oil from the seabed to the surface, it is important to the design of civil
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engineering structures such as bridges and chimneys stacks, as well as to the design of
marine and land vehicles, and it can cause large-amplitude vibrations of tethered structures
in the ocean. These examples are but a few in a large number of problems where vortex-
induced vibrations (VIV) are important. The practical signi"cance of vortex-induced vibra-
tion has led to a large number of fundamental studies, many of which are discussed in the
comprehensive reviews of Sarpkaya (1979), Gri$n & Ramberg (1982), Bearman (1984),
Parkinson (1989), and in the books by Blevins (1990), Naudascher & Rockwell (1993), and
Sumer & Freds+e (1997). In the present work, we are concerned with the transverse
oscillations of an elastically mounted rigid cylinder, where there is presently a renewed
interest to investigate experimental conditions of very low mass and damping, and to
compare with the many direct numerical simulations (DNS) of this #ow, now being
conducted, where mass and damping can actually be set to zero. Related studies on #exible
cylinders [for example, Vickery and Watkins (1964), Fujarra et al. (1998), Saltara et al.
(1998), Pesce & Fujarra (1999)], on articulated or pivoted cylinders [for example, Atsavap-
ranee et al. (1998)], and on cylinders in a shear #ow (Stansby 1976; Gri$n 1985; Balasub-
ramanian & Skop 1996) have also received renewed attention, fuelled in part by the present
interest in dynamics of o!shore structures and tethered bodies.

In the relatively simple case of the elastically mounted cylinder there exist, however, some
fundamental questions concerning vibration phenomena for very low mass and damping,
for which there are very few laboratory investigations. Four of these questions, which shall
form the main backbone to this introductory review and to the rest of this paper, and which
are a stimulus to our ongoing research, are listed below.

(i) Combined mass}damping parameter: Under what conditions does the classically em-
ployed combined &&mass}damping parameter'' collapse peak amplitude data? What is the
functional shape for a plot of peak amplitude versus mass}damping?

(ii) Maximum amplitude: What is the maximum amplitude attainable for a cylinder
undergoing vortex-induced vibration, for conditions of extremely small mass and damping?

(iii) Response modes and mode jumps: What modes of response exist, and what are the
corresponding wake vortex dynamics? How (and why) do the #ow transitions occur
between di!erent modes?

(iv) De,nition of synchronization: How does one usefully de"ne synchronization or
lock-in for this problem?

Before addressing these questions in the light of previous investigations and the present
work, we need "rst to introduce an equation of motion generally used to represent the
vortex-induced vibrations of a cylinder oscillating in the transverse y-direction (normal to
the #ow), as follows:

myK#cyR #ky"F, (1)

where m is the total oscillating structural mass, c the structural damping, k the spring
constant, and F the #uid force in the transverse direction. In the regime where the body
oscillation frequency is synchronized with the periodic vortex wake mode (or synchronized
with the frequency of induced force on the body), a good approximation to the force and the
response is given by

F (t)"F
0
sin (ut#/), (2)

y(t)"y
0

sin (ut), (3)

where u"2nf, and f is the body oscillation frequency. We shall see shortly that the phase
angle / is vitally important in governing the body response in this problem, as has been
shown clearly in the many reviews [e.g. Sarpkaya (1979), Bearman (1984)]. The response of



TABLE 1

Nondimensional groups

Mass ratio m*
m

noD2¸/4

Damping ratio f
c

2Jk(m#m
A
)

Velocity ratio ;*
;

f
N
D

Amplitude ratio A*
y
o

D

Frequency ratio f *
f

f
N

Streamwise force coe$cient C
X

F
X

1
2
o;2DL

Transverse force coe$cient C
Y

F
Y

1
2
o;2D¸

Reynolds number Re
o;D

l

Notes regarding these groups
(i) We choose here to use f

N
as the natural frequency in water,

and correspondingly use f as the ratio of (structural damp-
ing)/(critical damping in water). The frequency f, used in f *, is the
actual body oscillating frequency during induced vibration.

(ii) The added mass is m
A
"C

A
m

d
, where m

d
is the displaced

mass of #uid"noD2¸/4, and where ¸ is the cylinder length. C
A

is
the added mass coe$cient for small transverse oscillations in
otherwise still #uid, and experiments yield values C

A
+1)0 to

within 5%, supporting the use of the inviscid #ow coe$cient
C

A
"1. (This C

A
should not be confused with the transverse force

coe$cient often measured in phase with the acceleration during
#ow-induced vibration, which of course is a function of amplitude
and frequency of vibration, etc.)

(iii) The coordinate system (x, y, z) has its origin on the body
axis at the lowest position of the cylinder: x is measured down-
stream, y is measured normal to the #ow, and z is measured
upwards along the vertical cylinder axis.
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the cylinder in the transverse direction is in#uenced by the set of nondimensional groups
de"ned in Table 1.

The response amplitude and frequency may be derived in a straightforward manner from
equations (1)}(3), as done by several previous investigators (see the review papers for
example). Here we shall simply formulate the equations, in a somewhat di!erent manner, in
terms of our chosen nondimensional parameters (see Table 1) as follows:

A*"
1

4n3

C
Y
sin/

(m*#C
A
) f A
;*

f* B
2

f * , (4)

f *"S
m*#C

A
m*#C

EA

, (5)
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where C
A

is the potential added mass coe$cient, and C
EA

is an &&e!ective'' added mass
coe$cent that includes an apparent e!ect due to the total transverse #uid force in-phase
with the body acceleration (C

Y
cos / ):

C
EA

"

1

2n3

C
Y
cos/

A* A
;*

f * B
2
. (6)

It should be noted that the amplitude A* is proportional to the transverse force component
that is in phase with the body velocity (C

Y
sin/), and we shall see experimentally that, for

small mass and damping, the precise value of the phase angle / has a large e!ect on the
response amplitude.

One of the most fundamental questions listed at the start of the introductory review is the
"rst: How is the maximum response amplitude a function of system mass and damping?
Generally, in the literature, this information has been plotted as A*

.!9
versus a parameter,

S
G
, proportional to the product of mass and damping, following the "rst comprehensive

compilation of existing data by Gri$n and co-workers in the 1970s, and labelled here for
convenience as the &&Gri$n'' plot. This classical plot has recently been updated by Skop &
Balasubramanian (1997), and their compiled data is included in Figure 1, showing the
characteristic shape whereby the amplitude reaches some limiting value as mass and
damping (or S

G
) become small. The logic in choosing a combined parameter involving the

product of mass and damping comes from observation of equation (4) for A*, and has been
discussed in many previous papers. Bearman (1984), for example, discusses in his review that
for large mass ratios (m*A1), the actual cylinder oscillation frequency ( f ) at resonance will
be close to the vortex-shedding frequency for the static cylinder ( f

0
), and also close to the

system natural frequency (f
N
), i.e. f+f

O
+f

N
, and thus f *+1)0 [see equation (5), for large

m*]. Thus at resonance, the parameter (;*/ f*)"(;/ fD)+(;/ f
O
D)"1/S, where S is the

Strouhal number of the static cylinder, yielding an expected resonance of cylinder response,
over a wide range of Re, to occur at the normalized velocity, ;*+5}6. The assumption is
therefore often made that both (;*/ f *) and f * are constants, under resonance conditions,
giving

A*
.!9

J

C
Y
sin /.

(m*#C
A
) f

. (7)

One should note that, if (;*/f *) is assumed constant, the excitation (C
Y
sin /) is a

function of MA*N only. Therefore, under these assumptions, A*
.!9

is a function only
of the product of mass and damping (m*#C

A
) f. Incidentally, one may then derive,

from the Gri$n plot data in Figure 1, the functional relationship between (C
Y
sin/) and

A*
.!9

. One must stress that equation (7) is of course dependent on the earlier assumptions
remaining reasonable (i.e. f *+1)0), which is not self-evident over a large range of mass and
damping.

A number of mass}damping parameters have been introduced and are in general use.
Vickery & Watkins (1964), who considered an equation of motion for #exible cantilevers,
plotted their peak amplitudes versus a &&stability parameter'', K

S
, de"ned as

stability parameter"K
S
"n2 (m*f). (8)

Scruton (1965) used a parameter, proportional to K
S
, for his experiments on elastically

mounted cylinders, which has since been termed the Scruton number, [Sc]:

Scruton number"Sc"
n
2

(m*f). (9)
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A slightly di!erent parameter was independently derived from a response analysis
involving the van der Pol equation by Skop and Gri$n (1973), and they began to compile
data from several di!erent experiments as a means to usefully predict response amplitudes.
The combined response parameter was subsequently termed S

G
in Skop (1974), and we

de"ne it here as follows:

Skop}Gri$n parameter"S
G
"2n3S2 (m*f). (10)

The "rst extensive compilations of many di!erent investigations was made in Gri$n et al.
(1975), using S

G
, and subsequently the classical log}log form of the plot (Gri$n 1980) has

become the widely used presentation of peak response data. An updated version of the
&&Gri$n'' plot by Skop & Balasubramanian (1997) is shown in Figure 1, although here we
have chosen to replot the data using a linear vertical axis.

Despite the extensive use of the log}log &&Gri$n'' plot by practicing engineers (it is
included for example in the standard codes of Det Norske <eritas), it is not known precisely
under what conditions the assumptions regarding (;*/f*) and f * would hold, that would
lead to a &&unique'' curve of A*

.!9
versus S

G
. Problems regarding the validity of this widely

used plot were pointed out clearly by Sarpkaya (1978, 1979) and by Bearman (1984), and
others. Bearman states that, in the case of small m*, even if m*f, or equivalently (m*#C

A
)f,

is kept constant, the frequency f * will be a!ected by independent variations of mass ratio
m*, as evident from our equation (5). Therefore, one might expect that the peak response
A*

.!9
will not be a unique function of the combined m*f parameter. However, the e!ects of

individual variation of m*, for example, might be negligibly small, under some circumstan-
ces. This raises the important question, which we shall address in the present paper:=hat
range of values of m* and f will yield, to good accuracy, a single relation between A*

.!9
and

m*f?
Figure 1. &&Gri$n'' plot showing peak ampltude A* versus the Skop}Gri$n parameter S
G
. This plot di!ers from

those that have typically been used, since they were introduced by Gri$n et al. (1975), in that we use a linear axis
for the ampltude A*. This scaling reveals a large scatter in the amplitude, which was otherwise not evident in the

classical log}log plots. The curve "t comes from a recent update by Skop & Balsubramanian (1997).
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Sarpkaya (1978, 1979) originally brought this signi"cant question sharply into focus, and
stated that simple observation of his equation of motion [equivalent to equation (1)]
showed immediately that the response of the system is independently governed by mass and
damping. By analysing three pairs of low-amplitude response data (Sarpkaya 1978), with
each pair at similar S

G
but di!erent m* values, he calculated that there is a large (50}100%)

in#uence of mass ratio on A*
.!9

, even for large S
G
+2)0. He then stated that one should use

the combined parameter S
G

only if S
G
'1)0. In later work, Sarpkaya (1993, 1995) further

states that it is routinely assumed that S
G

(involving the product m*f) is a universal
parameter to embody the e!ects of both mass and damping, even though the inadvisability
of such a procedure has already been seriously questioned. He states: One must conclude that
the dynamic response is governed, among other parameters, by m* and f independently, not just
by (m*f). This point is supported by Zdravkovich (1990), who states that the Scruton
number, involving m*f, is useful for wind engineering (m*'100), but that the use of the
Scruton number is not legitimate for marine and o!shore engineering (m*(10). He states
that the mass ratio and damping should be treated as separate parameters in marine and
o+shore engineering applications.

On the other hand, Ramberg & Gri$n (1981) report two sets of experimental data, each
for the same value of S

G
"0)5}0)6, but where one experiment is conducted in air and the

other in water, ensuring a factor of 10 between the mass ratios; m*"3)8 and 34)0
respectively. These data demonstrate two points. Firstly, the lower mass ratio leads to
a wider synchronization regime, extending over a larger range of normalized velocity ;*
(note also our results in Figure 2). Secondly, at the same S

G
, the peak amplitude is roughly

unchanged at A*
.!9

"0)5. Thus, even at reasonably low mass ratios of order (10), the peak
amplitude is found to collapse well with the combined mass}damping, and this occurs at
a value of S

G
below Sarpkaya's accepted range of S

G
'1)0. Naudascher & Rockwell (1993)

also conclude that the compilation of Gri$n and co-workers shows that, with a certain
scatter, the unique relationship between A* and S

G
extends even to very small values of S

G
.

However, there is quite a large scatter in the data, as is apparent in Figure 1, and based on
existing plots it is presently di$cult to support the proposal for a unique relationship to
very low S

G
.

It seems evident that the question regarding the range of mass and damping over which
a combined parameter will predict well the peak amplitude has not been answered to date.
Sarpkaya's (1978, 1979) criticism over the use of the combined parameter has a good basis,
as is clear by inspection of the equation for A*

.!9
given in equation (4) and the earlier

discussion, although it is also apparent that his stipulation that a combined parameter is
only useful above S

G
'1)0 is possibly too stringent. In the Gri$n plot, there are almost no

data points corresponding to S
G
'1)0, so that this condition would appear to rule out

almost the complete plot in Figure 1. This open question is addressed in the present work,
and indeed in our ongoing research, and we shall see that the single parameter (m*f) is good
at collapsing peak response data, over a very wide range of (m*f) and m*.

Equations to "t the compiled data in the Gri$n plot have been put forward by a number
of investigators [whose rather complicated equations are listed in Table 3-2 of Blevins
(1990)]. Sarpkaya (1978) used the assumed equation of motion to more rigorously derive
a simple equation relating A*

.!9
to S

G
, as follows:

A*
.!9

"

B

JC#S2
G

. (11)

This equation "ts the existing data reasonably well, as indicated by the curve in Figure 1
(where B"0)385 and C"0)12), from the recent update of compiled data by Skop &
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Balsubramanian (1997). It should be noted, however, that B and C are not constants. The
value of B is proportional to force coe$cient C

Y
, for example, and Sarpkaya noted that

C
Y

evidently depends on A* (in fact, it strongly depends on A*). Therefore, one cannot
assume that such a formulation will accurately "t the data, a priori. In fact, an even simpler
formulation is put forward in Triantafyllou & Grosenbaugh (1995), where they empirically
represent C

y
sin/ as a linear function of A*:

A*
.!9

"

D

E#S
G

, (12)

which also "ts the Gri$n plot data reasonably well. The question of how well such
formulations "t the data, when A* is evaluated systematically over a range of mass and
damping in a single set of experiments, has not been addressed before, and this provides part
of the impetus for the present and ongoing work.

We now return to the second question addressed at the start of Section 1, which is
perhaps the most basic question one may ask of such an elastically mounted system:=hat
is the absolute largest attainable amplitude? Despite the very large number of investigations
on this problem, the precise answer to this question does not appear to be known. An
estimate of this largest amplitude is given by the limit of A* as mass and damping tend to
zero, or in the case of DNS computations, when m* or f are set precisely to zero.

Peak amplitudes, evaluated from the curve "ts in the &&Gri$n'' plots under the limit of
zero mass}damping, yield values of A*"1)3 (Gri$n & Ramberg 1982; Sarpkaya 1978),
whereas the most recent update of compiled data by Skop & Balasubramanian (1997) gives
A*"1)1, as indicated in Figure 1. From both forced oscillations and &&equivalent'' free
vibration experiments, Hover et al. (1997, 1998) give maximum possible amplitudes for zero
mass-damping as A*"0)8. Predictions of the peak amplitude are also given by plots of
maximum &&excitation'' C

y
sin / versus A* [see Gri$n (1980), Bearman's (1984) Figure 5].

The peak expected amplitude for zero damping is to be found when the excitation C
y
sin/ is

also zero, which is found when roughly A*"1)5, as mentioned by Bearman (1984) and by
Naudascher & Rockwell (1993). From the above evidence, one may conclude that the
largest attainable amplitude lies anywhere between 0)8 and 1)5. The large disparity concern-
ing this amplitude limit was the subject of much debate at the recent Conference on Blu+
Body=akes and <ortex-Induced <ibration (Washington, DC, June 1998); see Bearman &
Williamson (1998).

By studying the data listed here, we conclude that the surprisingly large range of typically
quoted peak amplitude is caused by the inherent large scatter in the existing data, and also
by the fact that the Gri$n plot and the excitation plot (involving C

y
sin /), both tradition-

ally used for prediction purposes, actually comprise data for cantilevers and for pivoted
cylinders, as well as for elastically mounted cylinders. Compiling all of these results, from
quite di!erent physical experiments, into a single plot, with the hope that a single curve of
data may ensue, might not therefore be reasonable.

To clarify this point, we present, in Table 2, an updated compilation of peak amplitude
data from previous experiments conducted in water facilities (only), where mass ratios m*
are typically much smaller (and responses typically larger) than found in air facilities. Much
of the data is very recent, and we also include direct numerical simulations (DNS) results.
Some deductions may be made from this assembled data; for example, Table 2(A) suggests
that in no experiment for elastically mounted rigid cylinders to-date, does the peak
amplitude actually exceed A*"1)13. Correspondingly, the data in Table 2(C), showing the
peak amplitudes at which the excitation force (C

y
sin/) for oscillating rigid cylinders

becomes zero, also indicates an upper limit, for all the previous studies, of roughly A*"1)1.



TABLE 2

Peak amplitude data

Investigators Year Medium Reynolds number m*f Peak (A/D)

(A) Elastically mounted rigid cylinders
Angrilli et al. 1974 Water 2500}7000 0)049 0)54
Dean et al.1 1977 Water 2800}10200 0)0055 0)94
Moe & Overvik 1982 Water 6000}30000 0)013 1)09
Anand & Torum2 1985 Water 6500}35000 0)0132 1)07
Sarpkaya 1995 Water 6000}35000 0)052 0)95
Fujarra et al. 1998 Water 14410}50380 0)036 1)01
Gharib et al. 1998 Water 11000}40000 0)094 0)84
Vikestad 1998 Water 50000}100000 0)012 1)13
Hover et al.3 1998 Water 3800 0)04 0)80

(B) Cantilevers
Vickery & Watkins4, 5 1964 Water 7000 0)0162 1)46
King5 1974 Water 6000}22500 0)032 1)60
Pesce & Fujarra5 1999 Water 6000}40000 0)016 1)32

(C) Forced oscillations (Amplitude limit of positive excitation)
Mercier 1973 Water 2000}33000 1)10
Sarpkaya 1978 Water 5000}25000 0)90
Hover et al.3 1998 Water 3800 0)82

(D) ¸ow-Re experiments
Anagnostopoulos &
Bearman 1992 Water 90}150 0)179 0)55

(E) Direct numerical simulation (DNS)
Blackburn &
Karniadakis6 1993 2-D code 200 0)012 0)64
Newman &
Karniadakis6 1996 2-D code 100 0)00 0)65
Shiels et al. 1998 2-D code 100 0)00 0)59
Fujarra et al. 1998 2-D code 200 &0)015 0)61
Evangelinos &
Karniadakis 1998 3-D code 1000 0)00 0)74

(F) ¸arge-Eddy-Simulation (¸ES)
Saltara et al. 1998 2-D code 1000 0)013 0)67

Notes regarding these collected data
1Amplitude response plots show multiple peaks, and large scatter.
2Cylinder oscillates vertically above a horizontal boundary, which is at three diameters below
equilibrium position.
3 &&Virtual'' free vibration experiments using force feedback.
4Vickery and Watkins performed experiments with cantilevers, and not pivoted cylinders (as usually
quoted).
5The peak A/D here is less than the tip amplitude, and involves a scaling using a modal parameter as
de"ned in Gri$n, et al. (1975).
6X!> motions were simulated (two degrees of freedom).
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This peak value is clearly much lower than the values often quoted as A*"1)5. One may
conclude that the latter overestimation must be in#uenced by the data for cantilevers,
pivoted rods, etc., for which the peak amplitudes are signi"cantly higher [A*+1)6; see
Table 2(B)]. A major part of the impetus for the present paper, and for our ongoing work,
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has been triggered by the need to precisely determine the maximum possible amplitude at
very small mass and damping.

It should also be noted from the data in Table 2(E,F) that DNS computations of
vortex-induced vibrations all yield a maximum of around A*"0)6}0)7, which is signi"-
cantly lower than the peak response found in experiment. One possibility is that this #ow is
Reynolds number dependent for the low Reynolds numbers, Re"100}200, typically used
in the simulations. (This is contrasted with typical values of Re"103}105 for the experi-
mental data). Support for this present suggestion of a Reynolds number e!ect comes also
from the experiments of Anagnostopoulos & Bearman (1992), who "nd low peak response
similar to the simulations, A*"0)55, when they use similar low Reynolds numbers in the
range, Re"90}150. This disparity between high-Re experiment and low-Re simulation will
be further discussed in the present paper, in the light of our own response measurements,
and remains a very interesting unanswered question.

We shall now consider the third question posed at the start of Section 1, namely the
question:=hat modes of response exist, as a function of mass ratio and damping? Previous
investigations of the response amplitude as a function of normalized velocity ;* revealed,
not only a resonance near the condition where f+f

O
+f

N
, but also a hysteresis whereby the

amplitude could jump between a lower and upper value over a small range of;*. This was
demonstrated clearly by Feng (1968), whose smallest}damped response plot is shown in
Figure 2. Subsequently, such a hysteresis was found also for a vibrating cable by Brika &
Laneville (1993), and for a #exible cantilever by Saltara et al. (1998) and Pesce & Fujarra
(1999). The mass ratio in Feng's experiments was of the order of 250.

For our much lower mass ratios, in this case m*"10)1, and for a value of m*f here of
around 4% of Feng's value, the response plot is distinctly di!erent, as shown also in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Amplitude response plot A*
.!9

versus normalized velocity;*, for m*f"0)013. This shows clearly the
three response branches (initial, upper and lower). This low-(m*f) type of response (for m*"10)1) is distinct from
the type of high-(m*f) plot (for m*"248) of Feng (1968), where there are only two branches (initial and lower). We

also note the much larger peak amplitude and regime of synchronization (measured along the ;*-axis).



Figure 3. The two distinct types of amplitude response are shown here schematically. (Vertical axes represent A*
and horizontal axes represent ;*.) The Feng-type of high-(m*f) response exhibits only two branches (initial and
lower), while our low-(m*f) type of response exhibits three branches (initial, upper and lower). The mode
transitions (see section 5) are either hysteretic (H) or intermittently switching modes (I). The range of ;* for
synchronisation is controlled primarily by m* (when m*f is constant) , whereas the peak amplitudes are controlled

principally by the product m*f.
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The magnitude of the amplitude response is clearly much higher than in Feng's experiments
in air, and the extent of ;* over which there is signi"cant response is 4 times larger than
found by Feng, both of which are trends that might be expected. However, the character of
the response for low mass-damping is also quite di+erent, as we show schematically in
Figure 3. For high-(m*f) experiments, as in Feng, there are two solution branches only,
which we shall de"ne here, as follows: the &&initial branch'', which yields the highest
amplitudes, and the &&lower branch'', with apparently a hysteresis between the two modes.
Somewhat di!erent mode transitions were shown in Brika & Laneville (1993) in their
vibrating cable experiments, but they also provide evidence for the existence of only an
initial and lower branch, for high-(m*f). On the other hand, the low-(m*f) type of response
in this work is characterized by not only the initial branch and the lower branch, but also by
a separate upper branch. The existence of the three distinct branches was shown in Khalak
& Williamson (1996, 1997a, b).
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It is most interesting and relevant to mention here some early experiments of
Meier}Windhorst (1939), who measured the response of a very short cylinder section
partially immersed in a shallow &&water table'' #ow, giving a length/diameter of only 1)8. His
experimental arrangement is also quite distinct from ours and recent studies in that his
cylinder does not translate strictly transverse to the #ow, and instead moves in an arc.
Correspondingly, the arrangement leads to a contribution to the e!ective restoring force
coming from the drag force, thereby leading to nonlinearities in spring sti!ness. Despite
these obvious basic di!erences in the experiment, and the fact that there are discrepancies of
around 100% in amplitude when plotted against recent data in the &&Gri$n'' plot, this early
data indicates the appearance of an upper branch for su$ciently low damping; see also
Figure 6.15 of Naudascher & Rockwell (1993). Zdravkovich (1990) suggests, in his interest-
ing selective review, that the appearance of a jump to an upper branch in Meier-Windhorst
(1939), and the lack of such a jump in other studies (also involving quite di!erent experi-
mental con"gurations), is a Reynolds number e!ect, connected with the variation of the
vortex formation length with Re. While there is clearly an in#uence of Reynolds number at
low Re values, especially in the laminar shedding regime (Re of order 100), our studies here
and in Govardhan & Williamson (1999), for Re"3500}10000, indicate that it is principally
the parameter (m*f) which in#uences whether the upper branch will appear or not.
However, evidence for this deduction at higher Re of order 104}105 would require further
experiments.

With respect to the mode transitions, preliminary results in Khalak & Williamson
(1997b) show that the initialQupper branch transition is hysteretic, while the up-
perQ lower transition involves instead an intermittent switching. It will be shown in the
present work that the peak amplitude is governed by the combined parameter m*f, over
a wide range of m* and f, whereas for experiments where m*f is kept constant, we show that
the width of the synchronization regime is governed by the mass ratio m*. These three
modes, and their transitions, will be studied in detail in the present paper. The fact that both
an upper and lower branch exist, quite aside from the initial branch, led to two distinct
curves of response in the &&Gri$n'' plot, as suggested in the preliminary work of Khalak &
Williamson (1997a), and shown comprehensively in the present paper.

We shall address now the last question posed at the start of Section 1, concerning
the de"nition of &&synchronization'' or &&lock-in'', which has apparently led to some
recent confusion in the literature. One might consider how the response frequency ratio f *
behaves for di!erent mass ratios, as may be seen in Figure 4, taken for reference
from Khalak & Williamson (1997b). The phenomenon of &&lock-in'' or synchronization
[see Blevins (1990), and Sumer and Freds/e (1997)] means that as the #uid velocity ;* is
increased, a speed is reached at which the vortex-shedding frequency ( f

O
) becomes close to

the natural frequency of the structure ( f
N
), and the two frequencies synchronize.

Further increase of;*, over a range of synchronization, pulls the shedding frequency away
from its nonoscillating value. The shedding frequency and the oscillation frequency ( f )
remain close to f

N
, and thus the ratio f *"f/f

N
remains close to unity. This may be seen in

Figure 4, for the moderate mass ratios, m*"10}20. This classic scenario is approximately
correct for large mass, m*, but it can be seen that, even in Figure 4, f* is not precisely equal
to unity.

The frequency f *, within the regime of signi"cant amplitude response, increases as m* is
reduced. This is very clearly seen in the upper plot for m*"2)4 where, over the synchroniza-
tion range ;*"4}11, the frequency f* rises to 1)4. Initially, we viewed this in Khalak &
Williamson (1997b) as &&surprising'', but the use of this word is inappropriate, as this
phenomenon certainly must be expected, as pointed out clearly in Bearman's (1984) review.
The extensive &&added mass'' coe$cients measured by Sarpkaya (1978) would suggest that



Figure 4. Frequency response for a range of mass ratios, m*, through the synchronization regime.
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oscillation frequencies at large amplitude would be expected to depart from unity. As
mentioned earlier, it is evident by inspection of equation (5), that f * depends on the
&&e!ective added mass'' coe$cent C

EA
, whose signi"cance clearly increases as mass ratio m*

becomes smaller. Experimentally, the departure of f * from unity, through the lock-in
regime, was shown by Moe & Wu (1990), and more recently is reported in Khalak &
Williamson (1997b) and in Gharib et al. (1998). We shall return to the question of the
departure of f* from unity, later in the present work.

The apparently &&nonclassical'' behaviour of f *, through the synchronization regime, is the
result of imposing a low mass ratio. Our experiments for a tethered sphere under vortex-
induced vibration at extremely low m*(1 (Govardhan & Williamson 1997) exhibit very
similar dynamic phenomena. In fact, the frequency f * exceeds 2)0, which is far from what
one might have considered classical lock-in, where f"f

N
, or equivalently f *"1)0. =e

cannot thus de,ne lock-in or synchronization such that the shedding frequency is close to the
still--uid f

N
. Nor can it be said that the shedding frequency necessarily matches the
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oscillation frequency, because the wake mode might involve more than two vortices per
cycle (as discussed below). We can, however, usefully de"ne synchronization as the matching
of the frequency of the periodic wake vortex mode with the body oscillation frequency.
Correspondingly, the transverse force frequency must match the oscillation frequency,
which is the de"nition of lock-in now used by Sarpkaya (1995). [In fact, Sarpkaya de"nes
his natural frequency f @

N
to be equal to the body oscillation frequency f, such that f/f @

N
"1

automatically throughout the lock-in regime. We choose here a "xed f
N

to serve as a useful
reference frequency.] With these considerations in mind, the lock-in, which is reported in
Gharib et al. (1998) to be &&absent'' for small mass ratios, is therefore not actually absent, if
we use the de"nition above and in Sarpkaya (1995).

It is expected that the sharp changes in phase angle through resonance, as velocity;* is
increased, will be matched by a switch in the timing of vortex shedding relative to body
displacement, and this was shown for the "rst time by Zdravkovich (1982), using visualiz-
ations from previous studies. This has been con"rmed by Gu et al. (1994) from forced
vibrations at small A*"0)2, with further agreement from the simulations of Meneghini
& Bearman (1995) and Lu & Dalton (1996). Gri$n & Ramberg (1974) showed, for
larger-amplitude forced vibration experiments, that an asymmetric mode occurred whereby
three vortices form per cycle, as A* increases from 0)5 to 1)0. Subsequent studies over a very
wide variation of A* and ;* by Williamson & Roshko (1988), found a selection of vortex
formation modes, which were de"ned as &&2S'' indicating 2 single vortices shed per cycle,
&&2P'' meaning 2 pairs of vortices per cycle, and the pattern comprising three vortices per
cycle thus was termed &&P#S''. Ongoren & Rockwell (1988) found the equivalent of the 2P
mode, but only for streamwise vibrations, although subsequent DPIV (digital particle
image velocimetry) measurements con"rm the 2P mode in forced lateral vibrations (Sher-
idan et al. 1998), and in forced motions of a tapered cylinder where a &&hybrid'' mode was
found comprising 2P and 2S modes occurring simultaneously along the span (Techet et al.
1998).

The observation in Williamson & Roshko that forced oscillations corresponding to the
initial branch of Feng (1968) formed the 2S mode and those on the lower branch formed the
2P mode, has since been con"rmed by Brika & Laneville (1993), who were the "rst to show
visual evidence of these distinct modes in free vibration, and was more recently shown from
the DPIV measurements of free vibration modes by Govardhan & Williamson (1998, 1999).
The ingenious virtual free vibration experiments by Hover et al. (1998), whereby the
mass}spring}damper is simulated in real time on a computer, and where the #uid force is
measured, produces a complete response plot which collapses well onto the map of vortex
modes from Williamson & Roshko, again suggesting the initial branch is 2S mode, and the
lower branch is the 2P mode. These vortex modes will be shown to be in accordance with
observations in the present paper.

In the ensuing sections, following the experimental details in Section 2, we shall present
a set of data in the &&Gri$n'' plot in Section 3, which demonstrate that the combined mass-
damping parameter collapses very well the peak amplitude data, over a wide range of
(m*#C

A
)f. We study the vortex-shedding modes, in brief, and also the collapse of the complete

amplitude response plot using the normalized velocity (;*/f*). In Section 4, we present lift and
drag force measurements, followed by the discussion of response dynamics for the di!erent
modes and their transitions in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 comprises the conclusions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We have constructed a custom hydroelastic apparatus, for particular application to very
low mass and damping conditions, which operates in conjunction with the Cornell-ONR



Figure 5. Schematic of the experimental arrangement, seen in side view.
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Water Channel. One may refer to Khalak & Williamson (1996, 1997b) for the details
concerning this experimental arrangement, and only the essential outline of the experi-
mental set-up will be mentioned here. An air-bearing facility, allowing only motion trans-
verse to the #ow, is located above our water channel, and supports a vertical cylinder in the
#ow, as shown schematically in Figure 5. A two-axis force balance utilizing LVDTs (linear
variable displacement transducers) can measure lift and drag simultaneously with the
measurement of displacement, with the latter being measured using a noncontact (mag-
netostrictive) position transducer. The inertial force was subtracted from the total measured
transverse force by post-processing of the data. These pieces of equipment are part of the
overall oscillating mechanism above the water surface. Two test cylinders are employed of
diameters 1)5 and 2)0 in, and we use length}diameter ratios of 10 and 8)5, respectively. Our
set-up has an order of magnitude lower mass}damping parameter m*f than most of the
previous experiments of this type, as shown in Khalak & Williamson (1996).

3. AMPLITUDE RESPONSE, WAKE MODES AND THE &&GRIFFIN'' PLOT

In this section, we shall study the individual e!ect of varying the mass ratio, m*, while
keeping the mass-damping parameter m*f at a constant very low value. The dissimilar
response plots will be collapsed onto a single response curve by a suitable normalization of
the velocity. We shall also observe brie#y the synchronized vortex wake modes associated
with each amplitude branch of response. Finally, we shall present peak-amplitude data in
the form of a &&Gri$n'' plot, showing a good collapse of data along only two curves, for
a wide variation of mass ratios, m*. Our experimental data is not well matched by the
standard empirical curves, that have been traditionally employed in the Gri$n plot, over
the past 20 years, to represent accumulated data from previous VIV experiments.

The complete response plots of A* versus normalized velocity;* are found in Figure 6(a),
where, although the mass ratio m* is individually varied over a large range (m*"1}20), the
mass}damping parameter (m*f) is kept approximately at a constant level (0)14}0)19).
Although the peak amplitudes in the upper and lower branches appear to remain the same,
the e!ect of smaller m* leads to an extended synchronization regime. In fact these, and
a great many further response plots in Govardhan & Williamson (1999), support the fact
that for constant m*f, the peak amplitude remains constant, irrespective of the individual



Figure 6. Amplitude response for constant m*f, but for di!erent values of mass ratio, m*, all plotted in the
Williamson}Roshko (1988) map of wake pattern regimes. A beautiful collapse of these response plots emerges
when we normalize velocity by ;*/f *, rather than ;* alone. [;*/f * is equivalent to &&true'' reduced velocity in
Hover et al. (1998) and Moe and Wu (1990).] This appears to be the "rst demonstration of such a collapse of data
from free vibration experiments. Note that &&No observed pattern'' means that no wake vortex pattern was
observed which had the same period as the oscillation. Data: (z, m*"2)4 and m*f"0)014; s, m*"10)3 and

m*f"0)017; j, m*"20.6 and m*f"0)019.
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values of mass m* and damping f, at least within the large range of mass and damping that
has been studied in these works.

By plotting the amplitude data in Figure 6(a) over the top of the Williamson}Roshko
(1988) map of di!erent wake modes, from their forced vibration experiments, it is apparent
that the data for the lowest mass ratio m*"2)4 does not follow the expected drop-o! in
amplitude when;* exceeds the limit of the periodic 2P mode, and moves into the regime of
desynchronization. The high-m* amplitudes, however, sharply diminish when the vortex
wake pattern becomes desynchronized. It is clear that for very low mass ratios, the
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conventional normalized velocity;* is not perhaps the best parameter with which to make
a response plot.

A useful approach adopted by those numerically simulating forced oscillations is to vary
the forcing frequency relative to the (nonoscillating) vortex-shedding frequency ( f

vo
) at the

relevant Reynolds number, giving the parameter (f /f
vo

). The inverse of this can be written in
terms of our nondimensional groups here as

f
VO
f
"A

f
VO

D

; BA
;

fDB"S A
;*

f* B . (13)

In our case, the Strouhal number, S, is closely constant over all these experiments, and we
choose to present the amplitude data A* as a function of ;*/f*:

A
;*

f * B"A
;

fDB . (14)

In other words, the wake patterns will be expected to be the same when one matches both
the amplitude A* and also the velocity normalized by the actual oscillating frequency ( f ).
The ensuing normalization in Figure 6(b) collapses the data beautifully. This appears
to be the "rst time that such a collapse of data has been shown from free vibration
experiments.

It should be mentioned, however, that a similar normalization has been used before, not
only in the numerical simulations, but also in experiment. Moe & Wu (1990) and Hover
et al. (1998) have used the terminology &&true'' reduced velocity to refer to ;/fD as in
equation (14), and they use &&nominal'' reduced velocity to refer to ;/f

N
D, or ;* in the

present terminology. Sarpkaya (1995) uses his parameter <
r
St, equal to (;/f @

N
D)/( fD/;),

which is the same as f
VO

/f @
N
. This is equivalent to S(;/ fD), so long as one remembers that

what he calls his &&natural'' frequency f @
N

is not a "xed value, but is the actual oscillating
frequency.

Although it may appear that the normalized velocity (;*/ f * ) necessarily collapses any
set of amplitude data for a variation of m*, so long as m*f is held constant, this is not known
a priori since A* depends on the oscillation frequency f * [see equation (4)]. In order to
demonstrate that the parameter ;*/f* would necessarily collapse the amplitude response
with respect to variations in m*, one would have to show that A* is unique for a given
;*/ f *, at constant (m*#C

A
) f ; it turns out that this is not the case, which is explained as

follows. In our present case, at a given;*/ f *, we can ascribe the following dependencies for
the magnitude of the #uid force C

y
sin/ and the oscillation frequency f * :

C
y
sin/"functionMA*N,

f *"functionMA*, m*N.

Imposing the condition that (m*#C
A
)f and ;*/f* are constant, and substituting these

dependencies into equation (4) produces the result that

A*"functionMm*N only. (15)

It is thus not to be expected in general that simply replotting the complete amplitude
response as a function of ;*/ f* will yield a collapse of the data. The collapse happens to
work well for small m*f. This is because the upper branch frequency f*+1)0 for all three
values of m* used here, giving the same peak amplitudes; and the lower branch amplitudes
are closely the same also, because an amplitude saturation level, independant of m*f, has
been reached for low-(m*f); (see the Gri$n plot, in Figures 8 and 9).



Figure 7. Hydrogen-bubble #ow visualization of the initial branch (2S mode), the lower branch (2P mode), and
the Desynchronized mode. (a) Re"4500; (b) Re"6000; (C) Re"9000.
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The amplitude branches are found to correspond with di!erent synchronized vortex
wake patterns, as shown in Figure 7. The initial branch in the amplitude response appears
to lie in the 2S mode of the Williamson}Roshko map of wake patterns, meaning two single
vortices formed per cycle, and this is supported by the hydrogen bubble visualization in
Figure 7(a). The lower branch seems to be in the 2P mode regime, and this corresponds well
with the visualization in (b), indicating two pairs of vortices being formed per cycle. This
supports the scenario put forward, from forced oscillation experiments, in Williamson and
Roshko (1988). The visualizations in Figure 7 are in accordance with Brika & Laneville
(1993) for their cable vibrations, who were the "rst to con"rm that the 2SQ2P mode
transition corresponds with the initialQ lower branch of body dynamics, in free vibrations.
Further visualization of the upper branch appeared to be the 2S mode as in (a), although it
is not evident from this somewhat unclear visualization technique whether it could be
distinct from the initial branch. Despite the observations made here, the somewhat unclear
dye or bubble visualizations that are possible at these Re of order 103}104 should not be
used as "rm proof of the vortex dynamics modes. Subsequent DPIV vorticity measurements
to be found in Govardhan & Williamson (1999) clarify "rmly the vortex dynamics asso-
ciated with the di!erent amplitude branches, including the upper branch.

Finally, in this section, we look at the Gri$n plot of peak-amplitude data. An important
question that has been debated for about 20 years is whether a combined mass}damping
parameter m*f could reasonably collapse peak amplitude data A*

.!9
in what we denote here

the &&Gri$n'' plot. On the one hand, Sarpkaya (1978, 1995) has "rmly stated that the
response is governed by m* and f independently, and not by the combined mass}damping
m*f. Zdravkovich also states that a combined m*f paramater is not legitimate for m*(10.
On the other hand, Naudascher & Rockwell (1993) suggest that even down to low m*f, the
Gri$n plot does quite well to collapse A*

.!9
data. However, as can be seen in the Gri$n plot

of Figure 1, when the vertical axis for A* is plotted as a linear scale (rather than by the
conventional logarithmic scale), the scatter in the data is evidently large.

Previous scattered results, in Figure 1, would lead one to deduce that the Gri$n plot does
not collapse peak-amplitude data, but one must note that all these data are from markedly
di!erent experimental set-ups, and there also will exist di!erences in measurement accuracy
and procedure. In the present study, we set out to plot A*

.!9
versus (m*#C

A
)f in a Gri$n

diagram in Figure 8, for a wide variation of mass ratios, m*, and for a uniformly similar set
of experiments. Only in this fashion, might one expect to accurately question whether the
amplitude data may be collapsed in the Gri$n plot. We choose to plot the peak-amplitude
data both for the Upper branch and also for the Lower branch in Figure 8.

The collapse of the data appears to be very good; the data sets lie along only two distinct
curves, one curve for the upper branch and one for the lower branch. In fact, the Gri$n plot
appears to give a clear functional relationship between A*

.!9
and (m*#C

A
)f over a wide

range of parameters; for m*'2, and for (m*#C
A
)f'0)006. The use of the Gri$n plot to

collapse peak-amplitude data versus the mass}damping is con"rmed over a much larger
regime of (m*#C

A
)f than could be validated by the previous scattered data, and is

a regime that extends to two orders of magnitude lower (m*#C
A
)f than proposed by

Sarpkaya, and often quoted in the literature, namely S
G
'1, or equivalently

(m*#C
A
)f'0)40.

It was indicated in Section 1 that the peak response A*
.!9

is a function of m*, as well as of
(m*#C

A
)f. The in#uence of m* comes from the frequency f * in equation (4), but it is to be

noted that, in determining the maximum amplitude throughout the present work, it turns
out that f *+1)0, and therefore A*

MAX
is a function only of (m*#C

A
)f, to good approxima-

tion. However, it must be expected that there will be limits when the independent value of
m* will in#uence the peak response, although the limits set by Sarpkaya seem to be



Figure 8. &&Gri$n'' plot of the upper and lower branch peak-amplitude data versus (m*#C
A
)f, for a wide

variety of mass ratios, m*. The data lies cleanly along only two curves in this plot. j, m*"1)2; h, m*"2)4; m,
m*"3)3; n, m*"10)1; £, m*"10)3; d, m*"20)6; s, data compiled by Gri$n (1980).

Figure 9. &&Gri$n'' plot of the present peak amplitude data, compared with data compiled by Gri$n (1980), with
DNS computations, and with a classical curve "t by Skop and Balasubramanian (1997), as used also in Figure 1.
This demonstrates that the present experimental data does not appear to follow the classical curve "ts previously
used. d, Present data; s, data compiled by Gri$n (1980),***, Skop & Balasubramanian (1997); n, Blackburn

& Karniadakis (1993); --h--, Newman & Karniadakis (1996).
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somewhat restrictive. Further ongoing measurements are being conducted to probe the
limits within which (m*#C

A
)f remains a valid parameter to predict peak response A*

.!9
.

We now compare the peak-amplitude data with direct numerical simulation results in the
Gri$n plot of Figure 9. The extensive two-dimensional simulation data from Blackburn &
Karniadakis (1993) and by Newman & Karniadakis (1996), for the low Reynolds number of
200 and 100 respectively, are shown in this plot. It is immediately apparent that the
maximum amplitudes coming from the simulations lie close to the lower branch, A*&0)6.
Coupled with the fact that the low-Re experiments (Anagnostopoulos & Bearman 1992)
also do not exhibit an upper branch, one might deduce that there are di!erences in the
vortex dynamics at low Reynolds numbers, which prohibit the jump to an upper branch.
Evidence for this also comes from Williamson & Roshko (1988), who found only the P#S
mode of vortex formation, in place of the whole 2P-mode region in Figure 6, when the
Reynolds number was below about 300. In fact, the classical smoke visualizations of Gri$n
& Ramberg (1974) demonstrate only the P#S mode for Re(190, and they never observed
the 2P mode in their laminar-regime studies.

One might then ask what are the vortex dynamics found in the low-Re simulations. For
the whole synchronization regime, corresponding to A*(0)6, several simulations for free
vibration "nd only the 2S mode throughout the lock-in regime (Fujarra et al. 1998; Newman
& Karniadakis 1996). (This shows that, although the maximum amplitudes from the
simulations lie closely along the lower branch experimental data, one should not then infer
that the DNS results correspond to a lower branch or to the 2P mode found in the
higher-Re experiments.) On the other hand, in low-Re simulations of forced oscillations,
either for higher amplitudes roughly A*'0)6, or for frequencies below a critical value, only
the P#S mode has been found (Meneghini & Bearman 1995; Blackburn & Henderson
1995). One may conclude that the absence of the upper branch in the simulations is due to
the fact that the P#S mode does not give a net energy transfer from #uid to body motion
over a cycle, unlike the 2P mode at higher Re. It remains to decisively prove this point with
free and forced vibration studies at low-Re, a study which we are pursuing.

Finally, the data in Figure 9 is also compared with the curve "t adapted from Skop &
Balasubramanian (1997), using the functional relationship derived by Sarpkaya (1978), as in
equation (11). It seems clear that our experimental data here does not follow such a func-
tional representation. Even for the smallest (m*#C

A
)f&0)006, the peak amplitudes are

not close to saturating to a speci"c value, as they do in the functional curve. Further intense
work is being conducted to answer what is perhaps the most fundamental question in this
type of study: What is the limit of peak amplitude as (m*#C

A
) f gets ever smaller? In fact,

our largest peak amplitude, A*"1)20, has already exceeded the largest value found in any
previous experiment (A*

.!9
&1)10), and yet it remains steadily increasing, with no signs of

amplitude saturation, as mass}damping is diminished.

4. LIFT AND DRAG FORCE

Despite the extensive force measurements for a cylinder undergoing transverse forced
vibration [see, for example, Sarpkaya (1978), Staubli (1983), Gopalkrishnan (1993), and
others], there have appeared almost no direct lift force measurements in the literature for
such an elastically mounted arrangement, with the exception of Khalak & Williamson
(1997b). One should note, however, that Sarpkaya (1995) recently presented a set of drag
measurements for a cylinder which can oscillate both in-line and transverse to the #ow.
Such a two-degree-of-freedom arrangement, as pioneered by Sarpkaya, should yield useful
new results, and several groups are now working on this problem. We should also note that
Hover et al. (1997, 1998), in conjunction with the research group of Michael S. Triantafyllou



Figure 10. Variation of lift and drag force coe$cients versus normalized velocity, ;*, for m*"10)1. In the lift
force plot, the triangular symbols represent lift force only found for decreasing velocity;*, illustrating the presence

of a hysteresis.
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at MIT, have developed an ingenious experiment, namely an equivalent free-vibration
arrangement, whereby a cylinder is made to oscillate as if it were free, by simulating the
mass-spring-damper in real time on a computer, and by using also as input the instan-
taneous force measured on the cylinder. In the present work, we shall brie#y present
force measurements of lift and drag for a hydroelastic cylinder of very low mass and
damping. We shall also present a set of plots which show how the maximum, the mean,
and the #uctuating forces are magni"ed by the body oscillations, as a function of
amplitude, A*.

Force measurements were made for m*"10)1 and f"0)00134, as shown in Figure 10.
The drag forces measured during such a free-vibration experiment are massive, reaching
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a maximum C
X(.!9)

of 5)2, with mean C
X(.%!/)

of around 3)5. This is a three-fold increase
over the stationary case (denoted as C

XO
), but the di!erence between the maximum and

mean drag values also indicates the large drag force #uctuations, which we mention further
below. The lift force C

Y(3.4)
reaches 2)0, which corresponds to a maximum C

Y
near 3,

suggesting a "ve-fold increase in lift force over the stationary cylinder case. As we increase
;*, both the drag and lift rapidly increase through the initial excitation regime, they peak at
the beginning of the upper branch region, they decrease rapidly throughout the upper
branch, and then gradually diminish through the lower branch region. The most striking
feature of the r.m.s. lift plot is the very sharp peak, which occurs right at the transition
between initial excitation region and the upper branch. Before the transition, the lift is
rapidly increasing, while after the transition in the di!erent mode of response, the lift is
rapidly decreasing, thus yielding our very sharp lift peak. Surprisingly, the lift in the lower
branch is very low, even smaller than the stationary case at equivalent Reynolds numbers
(around 6000).

4.1. AMPLIFICATION OF FORCES DUE TO VIBRATION

The forced vibration of a structure can yield larger #uid-induced forces than for "xed
cylinders, a result which is well-known from past works referenced in the reviews mentioned
earlier, although the extent of the increase is certainly very large. In the case of biharmonic
free vibrations, involving simultaneous oscillations in-line and transverse to the #ow,
Sarpkaya (1995) "nds that the mean drag for an oscillating cylinder can become 3)5 times
that for the static cylinder, which is comparable to values found here. He also gives a mean
drag around three times the static case, if the cylinder is forced into transverse vibration
(Sarpkaya 1978). The recent work of Hover et al. (1998), using their equivalent free-
vibration experiment, gives a r.m.s. lift coe$cient of roughly 1)6}2)0, when the
mass}damping is set to zero (m*f"0), which is comparable to the present values (we
computed their value from their power spectral density of the signal, taken near the lift
frequency).

Magni"cation of mean and maximum drag force, relative to "xed cylinder values, as
a function of amplitude A*, are shown in Figure 11. (The two data points from the present
study correspond to m*"3)3 and 10)1.) Although the magni"cation of C

X(.!9)
is not

apparently linear with A*, the magni"cation of C
X(.%!/)

is roughly linear, as found originally
by Sarpkaya (1978). He found that his forced-oscillation drag data followed the formula

A
C

X(.%!/)
C

XO(.%!/)
B"1#2A

A

DB , (16)

which suggests that the mean drag is approximately proportional to the apparent projected
area mapped out by the oscillating body. This is supported by the present free-oscillation
data.

We therefore "nd, at least in our experiments to-date, a "ve-fold increase in the maximum
drag, and a seven-fold increase in the r.m.s. lift force (see Figure 11(d)), but perhaps the most
impact is given by considering the increase in #uctuating drag (see Figure 11(c)). For a static
cylinder at Reynolds number of 10000, Gopalkrishnan (1993) gives a #uctuating drag which
is around 2% of its mean value. For our m*"3)3 case above, the #uctuating drag is around
60% of the mean value, which gives a #uctuating drag coe$cient of 2)2, around 102 times
what is measured for the stationary cylinder case! This compares well with the typical
#uctuating drag coe$cients (2)0) measured from forced oscillation experiments by Gopal-
krishnan (1993), for A/D&0)75, and at the same normalized frequencies.



Figure 11. (a) Ampli"cation of maximum drag force and (b) mean drag force, versus amplitude A*, in free
vibration.
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4.2. DERIVATION OF FORCE BY USING RESPONSE DATA (A* AND f * )

In our studies of vortex-induced vibration of a sphere (Govardhan & Williamson 1999), it
has been found di$cult to measure the #uctuating lift force directly, although it is simple to
estimate the lift force using displacement response data (A* and f * ), using an assumed
equation of motion. It is possible to determine the conditions when such a simple approach
is useful, in the present study with the cylinder, by comparing estimated forces with the
directly measured forces. We set M;*, m*, fN, and measure MA*, f *N. We can then "nd
(C

Y
sin/) and (C

Y
cos /) from a rearrangement of equations (4) and (5):

C
Y
sin /"

4n3A* (m*#C
A
)f

(;*/ f * )2 f *
(17)

C
Y
cos/"

2n3A*

(;*/ f * )2
C

EA
(18)

We can solve for the two unknowns MC
Y
,/N since all the other variables are known:

C
Y
"J(C

Y
sin/)2#(C

Y
cos/)2, (19)



Figure 11. (c) Ampli"cation of #uctuating drag force and (d) #uctuating lift force
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/"tan~1A
C

Y
sin/

C
Y
cos/B , (20)

In Figure 12, we compare these simple estimates of force with directly measured data, for
two values of m*"3)3 and 10)1, including only C

Y
here for brevity. Interestingly, the lower

value of m*"3)3 gives by far the better estimate of C
Y
. The agreement between the data is

especially good where the response data was found to be most periodic, in the lower branch.
In the case of the high mass ratio of m*"10)1, the agreement is not good, and this is

primarily because of the di$culty in measuring the frequency f * to su$cient resolution. It
may be shown that for high m*, the e!ective added mass, C

EA
&2m*(1!f * ). The errors in

determining C
EA

are large, because the resolution of measuring frequency ($Df *) becomes
very important:

A
DC

EA
C

EA
B"A

D f *

f *!1B
One should note that for large m*, f * is very close to 1)0, so that Df * can become
comparable or even larger than ( f *!1). C

EA
in#uences the C

Y
cos/ term, and for very

small f, the C
Y
cos/ term in equation (19) becomes dominant, therefore large errors in



Figure 12. Estimated lift forces versus directly measured lift force as a function of normalised velocity. Good
agreement is found only in the case of the lower mass ratio, m*"3)3. L Estimated lift force. f Directly measured
lift force.
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estimating C
Y

ensue. In conclusion, the indirect approach of estimating lift force using
position response data represents a very simple method without the great di$culty in
setting up a sensitive force balance, but we have shown that it is only a reasonable estimate
at very low values of mass ratio.

5. RESPONSE REGIMES

The di!erent branches of amplitude response are very well characterized by plotting not
only the amplitude, but also the phase / between the lift force and displacement, and the
Lissajou "gures or phase plane portraits of lift versus displacement, i.e. C

Y
(t) versus >* (t);

see Figure 13. It is clear that the jump in phase angle / in this "gure is associated with the
transition from the upper branch to the lower branch. If the phase / is de"ned as the lead of
the lift force #uctuations over the displacement, then the upper branch / is near 03, whereas
the lower branch phase is near 1803, rather like what is found for a linear forced system
going through resonance. It is interesting that, even when the dynamics shift from the initial
to upper branch, the phase angle /, as de"ned in equations (2) and (3), remains at just above



Figure 13. Characterization of the initial, upper and lower branches by their corresponding amplitudes, phase
angles, and Lissajou "gures (phase plots of C

Y
versus>*). The phase jump is associated with the transition from the

upper to lower branch. The lower branch is remarkably steady and periodic (and exhibits the 2P mode of vortex
formation). In this plot, m*"3)3.
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03. The Lissajou "gures indicate the very periodic nature of the oscillations in the lower
branch example, and the relatively less steady dynamics of the upper branch example. In
the latter case, shown by the central Lissajou "gure, the phase changes by around
#1803 as the oscillations seem to wander to the smaller amplitude of the lower branch, and
then back by !1803 as the oscillations switch back to the larger amplitude of the upper
branch. There is an intermittent switching between the upper and lower branch amplitudes
and phases, whereas we shall "nd a hysteretic change from the initial to the upper branch.
These mode transitions are thus quite distinct.

5.1. INITIAL EXCITATION REGIME

The Initial excitation regime is actually marked by two sub-regimes, whose existence was
noted in brief by Khalak and Williamson (1997b), but not discussed there. The amplitude
response, and also phase /(t), found as a function of time by using the Hilbert transform
(see Appendix A), are shown in Figure 14. The "rst sub-regime is characterized as
&&quasi-periodic'' (QP in the "gures), and it shows an almost periodic change in phase angle
/ (t ), as a function of time, as the phase &&slips'' periodically through 3603. The quasi-periodic
nature of this regime is also evident in the amplitude time traces A(t), again found using the
Hilbert transform, as well as in the twin-peaked displacement spectra, which are included in
Figure 15, for cases ;*"3)46 and 4)31.

On the other hand, as velocity increases to ;*"4)4, the phase angle /(t) remains close
to 03, without the &&slipping'' through 3603 that was associated with the quasi-periodic
regime. This sub-regime is then denoted as &&periodic'' (P in the "gures). It is evident that
both of these de"nitions (QP and P) are approximate labels, since the oscillations are not
purely quasi-periodic or periodic. It can be seen in the time traces of amplitude A (t), in
Figure 15 that even at;*"4)42 and 4)58, some modulation of the amplitude remains, but
the phase does not exhibit the &&slipping'' described earlier. The spectra become almost
periodic as;* exceeds 4)4. As the normalized velocity,;*, is increased still further, we enter
the upper branch of response, which involves a hysteretic mode transition, as described
below.

5.2. MODE TRANSITION: INITIAL Q UPPER

It is of particular interest to investigate the manner in which the vibrating structure can
transition between one mode of response and another, and we focus here on the transition
from initial excitation branch to the upper branch. In Figure 16(a), we "nd a distinct
hysteresis between initial branch and the upper branch, as evident from response
amplitude data. As ;* velocity is increased, the jump up to the high amplitude occurs
around ;*"4)70, whereas for decreasing velocity, the drop down to the initial excitation
regime occurs at close to ;*"4)50.

Interestingly, there is also a jump in the oscillation frequency, f *, between the initial and
upper branches, as shown in Figure 17 for m*"10)1. As the velocity ;* is increased, the
frequency changes as follows. In the quasi-periodic initial branch, the spectra of displace-
ment show two distinct peaks, one corresponding roughly to the vortex shedding frequency
of the nonoscillating body ( f

O
), and one corresponding to the natural frequency ( f

N
). As one

enters the periodic initial branch, then only a single valued frequency is found, which is
below both f

O
and f

N
. Further increase in ;* to around 4)6, brings a jump up to an

oscillation frequency at around the point where f
O
"f

N
, corresponding with the start of the

upper branch. At this point, the oscillation frequency ( f ) is given by f+f
O
+f

N
, and thus

f *+1)0. As the velocity;* is increased still further, then like the periodic initial branch, the



Figure 14. Initial branch. The amplitude response shows two sub-regimes of the initial branch. The quasi-
periodic regime (QP) exhibits &&slipping'' of the phase angle /(t) periodically through 3603, as a function of time,
while the periodic regime shows an approximately constant phase angle / of close to 03. In the plots, the mass

ratio, m*"10)1, and in the amplitude plot, f is of the order of 0)001}0)002.
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oscillation frequency follows neither f
O

nor f
N
, but in this case is somewhere between these

frequencies.
These jumps in oscillation frequency become even more clear, as one reduces the mass

ratio to m*"3)3, in Figure 18. Here we show, not only the jump in frequency f * for the
initial-upper branch, but also a jump in f * for the upper}lower branch transition. This latter
transition in Figure 18 is made possible only by utilizing carefully the Hilbert transform, to
properly identify the frequencies corresponding to each branch in cases when the two
modes co-exist, and are intermittently switching, for the same value of velocity ;*.
Further understanding of these frequency jumps is included in Govardhan & Williamson
(1999).



Figure 15. Initial branch amplitude A(t) from the Hilbert transform, and displacement spectra, for various
velocities;*, within the initial regime of response. Quasi-periodic is denoted as QP, and periodic as P. In this plot,

m*"10.1, f"0)0013.
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5.3. MODE TRANSITION: UPPERQLOWER

The second transition, from upper to lower branches is, as already evident from the Lissajou
"gures in Figure 13, rather di!erent from the "rst. Although there are distinctly di!erent
conditions pertaining to the upper branch versus the lower branch (di!erent amplitudes,
phase between lift and displacement, and frequency, among other parameters), the system
switches between these branches intermittently, and seems only weakly &&locked'' into one or



Figure 16. Mode transition: InitialQupper branches, showing the jump phenomenon and hysteresis in ampli-
tude response. In this plot, m*"10.1, f"0)0013. Open symbols refer to the case of reducing velocity ;*.

Figure 17. Mode transition: initial Q upper branches, showing the jump phenomenon and hysteresis in
frequency response. In this plot, m*"10)1; f"0)0013. Open symbols refer to the case of reducing velocity ;*.
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Figure 18. Both mode transitions are associated with jumps in frequency f *, as shown in this "gure. The
horizontal line represents the natural frequency, when f *"1)0 or f"f

N
. The diagonal line represents the

vortex-shedding frequency for the static cylinder, when f"f
0
. Each solid symbol refers to the dominant spectral

peak in the spectrum. In this plot, m*"3)3, f"0)0026.
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the other mode over the range ;*"5)0}5)6. The intermittent switching is again demon-
strated by applying the Hilbert transform to lift force}displacement data (see Appendix A).
The main results relevant here are shown in Figures 19 and 20. What is interesting is that
the phase, which is directly indicative of the predominant mode of oscillation (upper or
lower branch type of oscillation), seems to remain for a number of periods (around 5}20
cycles) hovering around one mode, and then to (sometimes abruptly) switch to the other
mode, and this scenario is clearly apparent in the central phase plot of Figure 19, when
;*"5)23. As velocity;* is increased, the amount of time spent on the Upper branch mode
is decreasing, while the time spent on the Lower branch mode is increasing, until at
su$ciently high ;* (see the "gure for;*"5)84), the mode is stably the lower branch type
all of the time. The amplitude A(t) and f * (t) time traces in Figure 20 also show the
intermittent switching, with the upper branch dominating the time sequence for;*"4)87,
and the lower branch dominating for ;*"5)53.

One should not be confused with the fact that the upper branch has the lower frequency
f *, and the lower branch has the upper frequency. This is also evident with the spectra in
Figure 21, illustrating the dominance of the lower frequency in (a) for the upper branch, and
the slightly broader spectrum associated with the switching phenomenon. When one is fully
in the lower branch regime, then the spectrum is remarkably periodic; indeed the lower
branch exhibits the most periodic mode of all the modes in the synchronization regime. This
is an interesting "nal observation, particularly in light of the debate in recent conferences as
to whether this mode is simply a transient phenomenon. A con"rmation of the repeatability
and periodicity of the steady-state lower-branch 2P mode is speci"cally given in Govardhan
and Williamson (1999).



Figure 19. Mode transition: upperQlower branches. For this second transition, we "nd an intermittent
switching between the upper branch mode and the lower branch mode, as evidenced by the intermittent switching
of the phase /(t). This is one of the "rst measurements of instantaneous phase for this problem, and is made

possible utilising the Hilbert transform. In this plot, m*"10)1, f"0)0013.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

These experiments show that there exist two distinct types of response for the transverse
oscillations of an elastically mounted rigid cylinder. At low mass-damping (low m*f), as one
increases normalized velocity ;* (;/f

N
D ), we "nd three amplitude response branches,

denoted the initial branch, the upper branch, and the lower branch. At high m*f, corre-
sponding to the classical experiments of Feng (1968), the upper branch is absent, and only
two response branches exist. The peak amplitude of these vibrating systems is principally
dependent on the mass}damping m*f, whereas the regime of synchronization (measured by
the range of;*), for a given value of m*f, is dependent primarily on the mass ratio, m*, only.

If one employs a normalized velocity ;*/f*, which is is equivalent to the &&true'' reduced
velocity de"ned in recent studies (and based on the actual oscillating frequency), we "nd an
excellent collapse of data for a set of response amplitude plots, over a wide range of mass
ratios m*. Such a collapse cannot be predicted a priori, and is only possible when m*f is kept
constant. This appears to be the "rst time such a collapse of data sets has been made from
free vibration experiments. The response amplitude plots, in particular the response
branches, match very well the Williamson}Roshko (1988) map of vortex wake patterns from
forced vibration studies.

Several further questions were addressed in the introductory review of Section 1, some of
which are as follows.



Figure 20. Mode transition: upperQlower branches. The upper two "gures show amplitude A(t), and the lower
two "gures show f * (t), and they all illustrate the intermittent switching of modes at this transition. At lower ;*,
more time is spent with the upper branch, while at higher;*, more of the time is spent on the lower branch. Again,

these plots are made using the Hilbert transform. In this plot, m*"10)1; f"0)0013.

Figure 21. Spectra of displacement #uctuations, showing (a) the almost periodic upper branch, and (b) the
remarkably periodic lower branch (associated with the 2P mode of vortex formation).
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How do the mode transitions occur? The transitions between the modes of response are
discontinuous. At low m*f, the mode change between initial and upper response branches
involves a hysteresis. This contrasts with the intermittent switching of modes found for the
transition between upper-lower branches. The temporal #uctuations of phase angle /,
response amplitude A*, and frequency f *, have been found utilizing the Hilbert transform,
which allows us to clearly illustrate these transitions, in a manner not otherwise possible
using averaged quantities. Both of the mode transitions are associated with jumps in
amplitude and frequency, but the 1803 jump in phase angle / is found only when the #ow
jumps between the upper}lower branches of response.

=hat are the wake vortex dynamics for each mode? Flow visualization of the modes
indicates that the initial branch is associated with the 2S mode of vortex formation, while
the lower branch corresponds with the 2P mode [con"rming the visualizations of Brika &
Laneville (1993)]. There has been some debate recently as to whether the 2P mode is
a transient phenomenon or is a steady-state wake mode. Interestingly, the present work
suggests that the 2P mode is the most periodic of any of the wake patterns in the
synchronization regime. However, the present #ow visualization and response/force data
are not su$cient to prove repeatability, or to clarify the vortex mode for the upper branch.
These points are speci"cally addressed in Govardhan & Williamson (1999), where the use of
the DPIV technique yields clearly the vorticity dynamics.

;nder what conditions does the classically employed &&mass}damping parameter'' collapse
peak amplitude data? One of the problems in answering this question to-date has been in
comparing data coming from quite dissimilar experiments from the last 20 years. The large
scatter in such data has been masked to some extent by the standard use of &&log}log'' plots
for presenting peak ampitude data. It was our intention to conduct a set of experiments,
over a range of m* and f, but under the same experimental conditions, to determine the
validity of using the combined parameter (m*#C

A
)f. The excellent collapse of peak-

amplitude data, over a wide range of mass ratios (m*"1}20), when plotted against
(m*#C

A
)f in the &&Gri$n'' plot, demonstrates that the use of a combined parameter is valid

down to at least (m*#C
A
)f &0)006. This is two orders of magnitude below the &&limit'' that

had previously been stipulated in the literature [S
G
'1, or equivalently (m*#C

A
)f'0)4].

One expects, nevertheless, that there will exist conditions under which the mass m* will
independently in#uence the peak response amplitude, even when m*f is kept constant.

=hat is the maximum attainable amplitude for a cylinder undergoing vortex-induced
vibrations, for conditions of extremely low mass and damping? A "rm numerical answer to
this question is not yet available from experiment. In the present study, the peak amplitude
is found to increase steadily as we reduce mass}damping, reaching a value A*"1)20. This
exceeds all peak values from previous experiments of this type, and we "nd no signs yet of
amplitude saturation. Interestingly, in the Gri$n plot, our amplitude data are found to
cross over, and do not appear to follow even qualitatively, recent empirical curve "ts for
accumulated data from previous vortex-induced vibration experiments. One can say, at this
point, that the maximum attainable amplitude (A*) will be larger than 1)20 for a mass-
damping (m*#C

A
)f of less than 0)006. A precise evaluation of this maximum amplitude is

the subject of ongoing research. One would imagine that computer simulation, where it is
possible to set damping precisely to zero, would yield the largest possible amplitude.
However, the low Re in recent simulations yield wake dynamics and response markedly
di!erent from the high-Re experiments, and maximum amplitudes are only around
A*"0)6.
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Further work is being conducted to probe the limits of the absolute largest amplitude
that is attainable for such a system, at extremely low values of mass and damping, and to
complete the set of peak-amplitude data de"ning the Gri$n plot. It is expected that some
form of limit to the mass ratio will be found, beyond which the combined mass}damping
m*f will not, on its own, be able to de"ne the peak amplitude. Much further work
remains to be done concerning a clear understanding of the #uid physics of the vortex
wake modes, and their e!ect on the force and dynamics of the structure, amongst other
studies.
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF INSTANTANEOUS AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE BY MEANS OF THE HILBERT TRANSFORM

The de"nitions of instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase of the signal are intuitive, but are
not obvious to precisely de"ne. We can generate precise de"nitions for these quantities using the
Hilbert transform, which is related to the Fourier transform. An extensive treatment of transforms is
given in Bracewell (1986).

A single complex-valued quantity can embody both instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous
phase. That is, for a real-valued signal, x(t) , we can de"ne z(t) a complex-valued signal such that the
amplitude and phase of z(t) are actually the instantaneous amplitude and phase of x(t). That we
discuss the instantaneous phase of the signal indicates that this procedure is relevant for signals that
are primarily monochromatic. For signals which do not have a dominant frequency, more general
techniques such as wavelet analysis may be more applicable.

We impose the constraint on z (t) that its phase should be monotonic with time. That is, if we follow
z(t) in the complex plane as it rotates about zero, corresponding to the oscillations in x(t) , then the
sense of the rotation should always be counter-clockwise. Continuing the image of z (t) in the complex
plane, the instantaneous amplitude is simply the distance of z(t) from the origin. For example, one may
construct the complex-valued signal z(t)"e*ut from the real-valued signal x(t)"cos(ut).

A monotonically increasing phase demands that the frequency content of z (t) be solely positive.
This can be generated from the original signal, x (t), as follows. De"ne X(u),F(x), where F denotes
the operator for the Fourier transform. Then, de"ne z(t) such that Z(u),F(z) has the property

Z(u)"G
2X(u),

0

u*0,

u(0.

This can also be written as
Z(u)"X (u)#sgn (u)X(u),

where sgn is the signum function. The quantity z (t), given x(t), then becomes

z (t),F~1MX (u)#sgn(u) X (u)N (A1)

"x (t)#F~1Msgn (u) X(u)N . (A2)

To continue further, we need to introduce the Hilbert transform, H, which is de"ned as

H(x),
1

n P
=

~=
G

x (t)

t!sHdt, (A3)

where s is the transformed variable. Since this integral has a singularity at t"s, we take the Cauchy
principle value (i.e. around a contour integral in the complex plane on a path which is perturbed near
t"s). The Hilbert transform can also be written in terms of a convolution

H (x)"
!1

nt * x(t).

where * represents the convolution operator. We can rewrite the Hilbert transform in terms of the
more familiar Fourier transform as follows:

H (x)"F~1GFA
!1

nt * xBH (A4)

"F~1GFA
!1

nt BF(x)H (A5)

"!iF~1Msgn (u)F (x)N (A6)



Figure A1. Instantaneous amplitude calculated by means of the Hilbert transform. This example is for the
Initial excitation regime, ;*"4)23.
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where F is the Fourier transform and u is the transform variable. Substituting the expression for
H(x), equation (A6), into the expression for z (t), equation (A2), we obtain

z"x!iH(x) . (A7)

Thus, we can "nd the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the signal x (t) as the amplitude and
phase of the complex-valued signal z(t), de"ned by equation (A7). Figure A.1 gives a pictorial example
of the demodulation procedure on an oscillatory time trace with time-varying amplitude typical of
those measured in our experiments.
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